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In recent years, researches on water strider robot (WSR) which mimic water strider have
become a new interested research direction in the field of bionic robotics. This paper presents a
vision sensing system for water strider robot which uses circular footpads, This system uses a
CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) image sensor to capture images, and
sends images to the receiver specified by wireless communication module. The experimental
tests show that the system can successfully fulfill the functions of taking photos and sending
image via radio. Meanwhile, the experimental system is successfully realized with the feature of
small size, light weight, and low power consumption, which ensure the system can be bear on
robot.
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1. Introduction

2. System Structure Design
Due to WSR’s volume and support capabilities are limited, how to integrate drive,
controllers, energy, sensors or actuators on the level of micro size and light weight become a
key technology in designing robot. Therefore, the system structure design should take the robot
overall weight into account, so that it will be light weight, energy-efficient and miniaturization.
In this paper, the visual sensor system mainly includes the following modules: micro
control module, image sensor and storage module, wireless communication module and power
module. Figure 1 is overall structure diagram for this system.
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Figure 1: structure diagram of system
2.1 Micro Controller Unit and Power Modules
In view of facts that the robot is lightweight, power limited, a micro controller should meet
the following basic requirements: 1. light weight, small package; 2. rich on-chip resources; 3.
less peripheral components to drive it; 4. low-power, low driving voltage; 5. simply in design
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Water Strider Robot is a kind of bionic robot of water strider that can stand and move on
the water surface via the surface tension. At present, the study of WSR has made some research
results, which can be achieved to walk, turn, or even jump on the water surface under laboratory
conditions[1-2]but early stage water strider robot prototype load capability is limited, which can
only take 5g or less weight, so the vision sensing system is not designed to the robot. In 2010
year, water strider robot using circular footpads appeared, which greatly improved the robot
load ability. The robot can take 53g weight [3], which maybe make WSR realize vision sensing
come true. Imaging sensor is much significance for WSR to realize water quality monitoring,
environmental monitoring and etc.
So far, there is no vision sensing system applied to WSR, but many studies about miniature
vision sensing system have present on other tiny system. Due to the micro vision system is
mainly applied on micro system, the system resources is limited, so the micro vision system’s
power consumption, volume and weight are greatly restricted. In 2003 year, a vision system was
designed to MAVs named black widow [4-5], which uses CMOS image sensor and 2.4GHz
wireless module to design vision system and realized compact size, light weight, but its larger
power consumption is not suitable for coin battery. Mahlknecht etc present a real-time image
recognition system, whose size is 35*35mm.It use DSP as processor and its power is 250mW,
but wireless transmission module was not applied on it[6]. Jia etc present a kind of system that
using FPGA as the core of the image acquisition and processing system [7], but its high power
consumption does not meet the WSR low-power requirements. A method to use DSP as process
center was designed by Xin and Sun [8], although it meets high image processing speed, its
power does not meet the design requirements. These are also other researchers adopt MSP430
as microprocessor and transfers image date via GPRS [9]. Although it satisfy low power
consumption demand, the transmission rate is slow, which cannot satisfy the requirement of
real-time. Because the methods put forward by above scholars cannot meet WSR’s requirements
in some ways, such as consumption, size, weight function, image transmission real time, so we
propose a new kind way using MSP430 microcontroller, CMOS image sensor and nRF24L01+
to realize WSR’s vision sensing system. According to the results of performance evaluation and
practical tests in the field, the proposed system has successfully accomplished the image
acquisition and radio transmission tasks.
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and mature software development environment and hardware simulation tools. Given the above
conditions, The paper chooses TI's ultra-low-power chip MSP430F149 as the system master
chip, which meets the conditions and simple in development and design。
In order to reduce the system weight, we can only use coin battery to provide energy. The
system uses CR2032 type coin battery and its weight is only 3g. Due to image acquisition high
power consumption, so we need voltage regulator design. On both ends of the battery, we
connect some electrolytic capacitors.
2.2 Image sensor and storage module
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Figure 2: Connection diagram of image capture module and MCU
OV7670’s PLCK(pixel clock) pin connects to AL422B’s WCK (write clock) pin.
OV7670’s field sync signal pin HREF and MSP430’s P2.1 pin WEN generate FIFO write
enable signal WE by XOR operation, so that the pixel information can be written to memory
synchronously. OV7670 frame synchronization signal VSYNC trigger the MSP430 P2.7 pin’s
interrupt, then execute the interrupt programmer to read image data in memory.
2.3 Wireless communication module
The wireless communication module is important portion in the vision sensing system.
Due to the information transmitted is image data, the data is so large and real-time high,
therefore, requirements for this module are: 1. small package, preferably PCB antenna; 2. lower
power consumption; 3. transmission faster; 4.low cost. Considering the above requirements, this
module selects NORIDC's high-speed, low-power, low-cost wireless communication chip
nRF24L01+.The specific connection with the MCU module is shown as Fig 3. MSP430’s P3
port control nRF24L01+ chip state.
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So far, the image acquisition technique generally adopts CMOS and CCD sensors.
Compared to CCD, the CMOS image sensor is low power consumption, low cost, and small
size. Although the image quality CMOS image sensor obtained is relatively poor, considering
the system power consumption, design costs and the image data transfer speed and other factors,
this module chooses to use the CMOS image sensor.
We uses OmniVision's OV7670 image sensor. The image sensor chip’s clock rate is
24MHz, while MCU’s I/O port rate can’t match it, therefore, we consider using dynamic
memory chip to solve the image sensor and MCU velocity mismatch, so that the image data can
be sent to the radio transmission via memory module directly. We select AVERLOGIC company
launched FIFO memory chip AL422B as dynamic storage, specific image acquisition module
and MCU connection diagram is shown as Figure 2.
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3. System Software Design
For the vision sensing system, we design an energy-efficient mechanism to control all
operations. The mechanism consists of three processes. They are 1) system initialization, 2)
image acquisition and transmission process, and 3) into ULP(Ultra Low Power) state,
respectively. The first process completes OV7670 image sensor and nRF24L01+ registers
setting, then start MSP430’ interrupt. The second process implements interrupt service program
to realize image acquisition and transmission. After the transmission of an image is finished, the
OV7670 image and the radio modem will be turned off, then they are into the last process the
ULP mode until the next interrupt is triggered. Figure 4 is system design process chart, the left
side of the image is the overall process of visual sensing system, after completing system
initialization and other modules work mode setting, the system will enter into the interrupt
process when the system interrupt is triggered, as shown on the right side. When VSYNC is the
first high level, open the memory write enabled signal WE, then write image data to storage.
After the second high level change to low, the system completes to gain a image, then the image
information is sent to the receiving side by the wireless communication module.
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and send image by
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Figure 4: system software design chart
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Figure 3: Connection diagram of nRF24L01+ and MCU
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4. Experiments and Analyses
In order to validate the system performance and effectiveness, the paper conducts
experiments and analyses on the system from two aspects: power consumption and real-time of
image transfer. The main energy-consuming devices are MSP430, OV7670, AL422B and
nRF24L01+. Table 1 shows the energy consumption of each chip in the system during
operation.

Power
62.6mW
W=30.6mWR=28.6mW
RX=41.6mWTX=38.2mW
6.3mW
84.5uW

Table 1: the power consumption of components
System energy consumption is mainly determined by the working hours and working state
of the chip. OV7670 working time is mainly determined by the image size and the sensor
exposure time. NRF24L01+ wireless transmit image time-consuming and AL422B read and
write operations time are also associated with image data size. It is shown as table 2 that the
result of the vision sensing system proposed by this paper compared with other three systems.]
System
This
paper
Paper[5]
Paper[6]
Paper[9]

Power
consuming

Size

Weight

Wireless
module

Independent
power

140mW

40*60mm

11g

Yes

Yes

700mW
250mW
300mW

-35*35mm
>>40*60mm

9g
->>11g

Yes
No
Yes

No
No
Yes

Table 2: the contrast result of system performent
It is found that WSR’s vision system have advantage in power consuming, so that the
system can work on coin battery condition.
In the image transmission time test, we varied m from 5 to 20 with an increment of 5. Each
case was tested 10 times, during each transmission of image, required transmission time were
recorded. The image size is 320*240 and the image format is RGB565. The length of the
transmission packet is 32B, under 1Mb/s transfer rate conditions. The result is shown as Fig 5.
The experiment test system is shown as Fig 6.
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Figure 6: experiment test system.
From Fig.5, it can be observed that the longer the transmission distance, the longer
transmission time, but the gap is very small. Why the image transmission time is about 10s, it is
because that the MSP430 operating speed is slow, which cannot reach DSP or ARM chip, and
the image information is not compressed.

5. Conclusion
A kind of vision sensing system is proposed for water strider robot which uses circular
footpads. The vision system uses MSP430F149 chip cooperated with the OV7670 image sensor
and DRAM AL422B to complete image acquisition. It also achieves peer to peer wireless image
data transmission via wireless chip nRF24L01+. The experiment has showed that the vision
sensing system can accomplish image acquisition and radio transmission. Also, it has many
features, such as low power consumption, low design cost. But there are still some possible
directions for us to improve the system. For example, integrating image compression
technologies into the proposed system is possibility. With the technologies, the amount of
transmitted data can be significantly reduced. Thus, the energy consumption and transmission
time will also be drastically declined.
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Figure 5: Image transmission time(second/m)
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